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restressing is simply introducing loads to a structure to enable it to withstand larger service loads.
However, as Freyssinet summarized in the foreword
of Guyon’s reference book, “This idea is of an extreme
simplicity in its foundation, even if it is not in the execution.”1 That is why even though prestressing has been used
in structures and everyday objects since prehistoric times
(for example, bows and tents), it has only been completely
understood and implemented in the past century. The development from first intuition through full material control
may be divided into four main phases, or ages: intuition,
optimistic engineering, struggling to minimize losses, and
effective prestressing. This division can be used for the
study of the historical evolution of prestressed structures
composed of any material.

■ This paper discusses the development of prestressed concrete
technology, bringing together previously compiled historical
studies and new information from European and United States
patents.
■ The authors divide the early history of prestressed concrete
into four ages: intuition, optimistic engineering, minimization of
losses, and effective prestressing.
■ The "four ages" perspective can also be applied to other types
of prestressing technology.

In the first age, the benefits of prestressing are intuited by
the designer. In the second age, thanks to engineers, the
main principle is rationally understood and implemented:
preloads are designed to act in opposition to service loads.
The third age is characterized by the recognition that
losses exist but are not easily quantifiable or effectively
controlled. Finally, the fourth age is that of complete
understanding of the long-term behavior of materials and
of engineering solutions able to overcome the effects of
losses.
Concrete was not the first material used in prestressed
structures (first age) or the first used in engineered prestressed structures (second age), but it has been the first to
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century AD). This technique of tying arches, made classical by the Italian Renaissance, does not typically use prestress, or only a slight one. However, it inspired pioneering
designers of prestressed structures; it was quoted numerous
times by engineers from Whipple to Freyssinet.
Figure 1. Prestressed wooden bridge as designed by Stephen H. Long.
Source: U.S. Patent X5862 (1830).

reach the fourth age. This evolution has occurred because
concrete is the first material in which losses have been
completely understood (at least for most types of structures).2
The first engineered prestressed structures were composed
of wood, wrought iron or steel, and cast iron. Prestressed
concrete is to a certain degree the heir of those early
prestressed structures, as demonstrated by the career of
Peter H. Jackson, who is most often cited as the first person
to propose prestressing concrete. Therefore, it is fair to
preface the history of prestressed concrete with the first
prestressed timber, wrought iron, and cast iron structures.
This paper concentrates on the history of prestressed
concrete using three main strategies to add resources. First,
the two main families of histories of prestressed concrete
are merged, resolving the dichotomy3 between the early
English4,5 and German texts6,7 and those based primarily on
the life of Freyssinet.3 Second, recent studies on the early
expansion of prestressed concrete through Europe are compiled. Finally, new data are presented from early patents on
prestressed concrete.

The first age: Prestressing by
intuition
Any structure or object where tightening is used can be
considered to be prestressed. That statement gives an idea
of how ancient this principle is. When the first tight knot
was made with a sewing thread or the first bow was made,
prestress appeared in its essence: the material thus treated
became tighter and stiffer and thus stronger. The first
structures using those principles may have been temporary
tents or awnings. At that time, long-term losses were far
from being seen as rheological phenomena related to environmental and material conditions. However, it must have
been quickly discovered that tightened structures or objects
had to be retightened from time to time. Thousands of
years after those early structures were constructed, another
powerful instance of a prestressed structure was achieved:
the construction of the first sailboat (likely Egyptian) in
which the mast was prestressed and stabilized by pretensioned stays. At the end of this first age of prestress there
were masonry arches tied with wooden posts (Kairouan [or
Uqba] Mosque, ninth century AD) or iron rods (Lombard
medieval churches, such as the Parma Cathedral, twelfth
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The second age of
prestressed structures:
Engineering optimistically
First prestressed timber structures:
1829–1830
In 1995, Griggs and DeLuzio8 showed that the earliest
engineered prestressed structures were likely made of
timber by the military engineer Stephen Harriman Long
(1784–1864). He became the first structural engineer of
the United States when he participated in the design and
construction of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad. Shortly
after becoming interested in bridge construction (1827),
Long built an ingenious prestressed truss timber bridge9 in
Baltimore in 1829, named Jackson Bridge after the seventh
U.S. president, Andrew Jackson. He patented the system
the next year (Fig. 1).10 Although the original patent was
lost in the patent office fire of 1836, the bridge design was
also described by Long in several other documents.
It spanned 109 ft (15 m) and was made of two cross-braced
trusses. The trusses were built in a slightly arched shape
and, before completion, they were preloaded and then
braced so that the preload was maintained and enhanced
the structural behavior. The bridge was constructed in the
following manner:
r

The trusses were built (slightly arched) with their
upper and lower chords connected by vertical posts
and nailed so that they were only able to withstand
compression and tension.

r

The compression braces (those with the upper part pointing to midspan) were wedged against the chords and posts.

r

The bridge was loaded uniformly so that the braces
were under heavy compression. In that condition, the
counter braces were wedged into place and the preload
released (Fig. 2). Consequently, under dead loads the
counter braces were considerably precompressed and
the braces became considerably decompressed. Thus,
both sorts of braces were precompressed.10

When the structure was preloaded, it was less stiff than
after complete bracing and release of the preload. Thus,
when that preload was eliminated, the structure did not
recover its original shape because it lost some of its original camber. If Long’s wooden bridge is compared with the
nearly identical concrete system patented by the eminent
civil engineer Ulrich Fintserwalder11 nearly 100 years later,

one can see that Finsterwalder did not mention that the
truss should be built in an arched manner, which makes his
proposal less clever than Long’s, indicting the sophistication of Long’s design. The refinement in what is considered
his first bridge may indicate that this structure was not
really his first construction of that type. Although Long’s
ingenuity is unquestionable, he did not know that the initial
precompression would decrease significantly with time
due to creep, losing efficiency. In any case, the bridge was
dismantled in 1860. A few years after the construction of the
Jackson Bridge, Long made other proposals for prestressed
timber structures and suggested the possibility of prestressing iron.9 He was not the only designer to do so. Indeed, a
number of other technicians and craftsmen, including Nathaniel Rider, William Howe, and Thomas and Caleb Pratt,8,9
took inspiration from his work and either patented and
built their own variations of prestressed timber structures
or combined prestressed iron and timber structures. Their
prestressed wooden structures, particularly Howe’s, were
widely used during the mid-nineteenth century.9
Prestressed cast iron structures in
Europe: 1836–1848
The first European prestressed structures designed by
engineers appear to have been cast iron trussed compound
girders for bridges designed and built around 1836 or 1839
by the English engineers Robert Stephenson (1803–1859)
and George Parker Bidder (1806–1878). Although the Irish
engineer Charles Blacker Vignoles (1793–1875) took credit
for the invention, several authors consider Stephenson to be
the real inventor.12,13 Although those early bridges were not
designed correctly13 and should be classified as first-age
structures, their development was closely related to the first
European second-age prestressed structures explained in
the following paragraphs. Those compound trusses were
composed of three cast-iron truss segments joined by bolts
and prestressed externally by flat wrought-iron ties working as polygonal tendons (Fig. 3).
As discussed by Sutherland,13 the layout of these tendons
was not designed correctly and would have been more
appropriate for an indeterminate truss because the forces
induced by prestressing caused considerable positive moments near the bearings and a small negative moment in
the center of the bay, where it should have been greater
(Fig. 4). These types of bridges were built by the dozen in
England until 1847, when the famous collapse of one of
these structures occurred in Chester over the Dee River,
killing five people. Shortly after the disaster, a royal
commission was established to evaluate the reliability of
different types of steel bridges and determine the causes of
the Dee Bridge disaster. Both the disaster and the commission undermined confidence in cast-iron bridges and, to a
certain extent, the prestige of Stephenson. He was obliged
to strengthen a large number of trussed compound girders
and decided to stop using that system in future bridges.

BRIDGE ON FALSEWORK: MAIN BRACES ARE PLACED BY SIMPLE WEDGING
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Figure 2. Schematic loading process of Long’s Bridge.

As a consequence, William Fairbairn’s (1789–1874) wroughtiron riveted tubular bridges reigned in popularity, and cast iron
and the idea of prestressed structures were set aside. A notable
exception to these dramatic changes was a bridge designed and
built by Charles Heard Wild (1819–1857), a brilliant young
engineer working for Stephenson. Some years before the Dee
Bridge disaster, Stephenson was given the contract to design
and build several bridges in Italy on the Leopold Railway from
Florence to Leghorn (Livorno). When the accident occurred in
Chester, all but one of the bridges in Italy had been built (or were
nearly complete) with Stephenson’s typical trussed compound
girders, so he decided to reinforce them, as he did with many
bridges in England. The bridge over the Arno River was furthest
from completion, so it was completely redesigned (apparently
by Wild), becoming an efficient prestressed cast-iron bridge. The
new design retained the idea of bolted cast-iron segments, but this
time, instead of straight-line I-shaped segments (simple beams),
the segments were those of a truss in which the lower chord was
flat and the higher chord arched. Thanks to this design feature,
the compression chord was efficiently compressed and a parabolic optimization was obtained against the parabolic moment
diagram. The prestressed tendons were straight and parallel to the
lower chords, that is, exactly where they were needed, causing
a prestressed moment diagram of opposite sign to the moment
diagram of the external loads (Fig. 5).
Another interesting feature of that design is that Wild mentioned the possibility of modifying it in such a way that the
prestress was either total or partial. He described, then, the
essential principles of partial prestress.13,14 Unfortunately
it appears that the bridge was strongly reinforced with
stone masonry at the end of the nineteenth century and was
dismantled in the middle of the twentieth century.
First prestressed cast-iron
structures in the United States:
1840–1845
The idea of prestressing cast iron was not unique to Great
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soon after15 (Fig. 6), was built in 184516 and closely resembled that of Wild’s (though Whipple’s design predated
Wild’s by at least seven years).

Figure 3. Cast iron trussed compound girder designed by Robert Stephenson.
Source: Reproduced by permission from Maney Publishing (2009).

Figure 4. Moment diagrams due to prestress on a Stephenson’s compound girder
after Sutherland.
Source: Reproduced by permission from Maney Publishing (2009).

Figure 5. Elevation of the Arno Bridge as designed by Robert Stephenson and
Charles Heard Wild. Source: Reproduced by permission from Maney Publishing
(2009).

Although the two designs have similar features, they also
have important differences, and nothing indicates that either
influenced the other. Whipple’s bridges (some of them still
standing) are supported by arched trusses with or without
vertical posts and crossed braces or ties. The upper chord
is an arch made of cast-iron segments bolted together, and
the lower chord a straight wrought-iron tendon. One of the
most interesting features of this bridge is that the tendon is
tightened by precompressing the vertical posts (or braces
if there are no posts) so that they push away the tendon to
give it a polygonal layout.8 In some ways it works similarly
to Long’s Jackson Bridge, as in both cases the principle of
prestressing consists of applying pretension in both chords
and precompression to the posts (or braces). The possibility
should not be dismissed that Long influenced Whipple, as
they both worked on the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad during the 1830s. Whipple’s bridge system made a considerable
fortune during the 1850s and 1860s and was used in several
small or medium-sized overpasses and bridges across the
Erie Canal, among others.16 Nonetheless, it was never used
in major bridges. Over his career, Whipple developed other
types of iron bridges using prestress techniques. Other engineers, including Nathaniel Rider, Stephen Moulton, and T.
and C. Pratt also did so after Whipple's or Long’s works.9

The first and second ages
of prestressed concrete
structures
There is a qualitative difference between the intuitive technical solutions of the first age and the engineered solutions
of the second age. However, due to the recent invention
of reinforced concrete, inventions in these two categories
overlapped from the early 1870s to the early 1920s. Thus,
inventions in these two categories are combined in this
study, following a strictly chronological order, with the
category of each development or author noted in each case.
Peter H. Jackson’s advancements:
1858–1888

Figure 6. Prestressed cast iron bridge as designed by Squire Whipple
Source: U.S. Patent 2064 (1841).

Britain. Less than five years after the first prestressed castiron bridges were built in Europe, Squire Whipple (1804–
1888) developed his own original system in the United
States. His proposal, first designed in 1840 and patented
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In the three decades from 1858 to 1888, Peter H. Jackson
(1829–1908) obtained at least five patents by developing
systems of applying prestress to building construction.
Jackson is traditionally cited as the first engineer to patent
prestressed concrete structures, even though his patents
are not those of an engineer, designed under efficient
and rational mechanical criteria. It is possible that he did
not understand how civil engineering prestressed trusses
worked and may not have known how conventional trusses
worked, but those structures inspired his work. He was
likely inspired by metal trusses, and if he knew about prestressed trusses, those of Whipple were likely to be in his

mind because they were among the most popular when he
started patenting his prestressed systems.16
Two of Jackson’s principal merits were to take two construction techniques from bridges (trusses and prestress)
and apply them in building construction and on materials that had never been prestressed before: masonry and
concrete. In his patents, suggestive sketches and even
suggestive intuitions are found, but his descriptions of his
inventions lack scientific or technical rigor. The result is
that some of his proposed procedures and solutions lack
the efficiency of a good prestressed structure.
Born in New York City, Jackson was a member of one of
the oldest and most important American industrial families
dedicated to the production and sale of iron products. His
obituary described him as a “member of a family which
has been in the iron fashioning trade here since 1745.”17
From 1853 to 1857 and from 1860 to 1874, he worked with
his elder brother James Lander at the company James L.
Jackson and Brother and later at the James L. Jackson and
Brother Iron Works, both in New York City. Between 1857
and 1860, he left his brother’s company to open his own
business with an employee: Jackson and Throckmorton,
Architectural Iron Works. After the economic depression
began in 1873, Peter moved to San Francisco in 1875,
where he founded P. H. Jackson and Co.18 All of the iron
companies led by Peter Jackson had a common feature:
they were focused on architectural elements and building construction. This focus included structural elements
as well as ornamental products, fences, and other iron
elements for buildings. Whether Jackson had a formal engineering education remains unknown. If he did, he would
have been a member of one of the earliest generations of
nonmilitary engineers in the United States. Regardless of
his education, Jackson was more of an inventive businessman interested in selling a wide range of products than a
man of science devoted to understanding and explaining
how structures work. Drawing a parallel with the beginnings of reinforced concrete, Jackson could be compared to
the Frenchman François Coignet, who was more a chemical industrialist than an engineer19 but is still considered the
first to have built a house made entirely of reinforced concrete in 1852–1853. Coignet considered “his” invention of
reinforced concrete a means of selling his concrete but was
not particularly interested in designing concrete structures
or deeply understanding how they worked mechanically.
Similarly, Jackson would probably more easily think of
writing a commercial catalog than a technical paper.
During his first solo industrial adventure, Jackson and Throckmorton, Architectural Iron Works (1857–1860), Jackson
developed his first patent related to prestressed structures
for buildings: a sidewalk made of prestressed cast iron and
wrought iron.20 This element may seem to be a humble part of
building construction, but reinforced concrete was introduced
in the United States in a similar manner. Thaddeus Hyatt and

1st Prestress Phase: Rod Tightening
2nd Prestress Phase: Stanchions Tightening
Overall Prestress Moments' Diagram
Figure 7. Prestressed cast iron sidewalk as designed by Peter H. Jackson.
Patent drawing (top) and moment diagrams on the cast iron plate solely due to
prestress (bottom). Source: U.S. Patent 21834 (1858).

Ernest L. Ransome built a number of reinforced concrete
sidewalks at the start of their careers in reinforced concrete.
Jackson’s prestressed metal sidewalk consisted of large plates
of cast iron working as the upper chord of a small truss, tie
rods of wrought iron working as the lower chord, and metallic
stanchions working as vertical posts (Fig. 7). As seen in the
description of the patent, Jackson was inspired by trusses and
tried to tighten (that is, prestress) the parts of the structure
that he thought needed to be tightened. “My said invention
consists in so forming the edges of the large iron plates that
they receive a wrought iron rod and stanchions which simultaneously make an open truss to support the plate and also
straighten out the plate, removing any twist or buckling.”20
The system was prestressed in two phases. First, the rods
(lower chord) were tightened so that the plates (upper
chord) were bent upward due to the uniform negative moment (Fig. 7 center). This negative moment due to prestress should be small because it was exclusively resisted
by the thin cast iron plate. In the second phase, the stanchions (vertical posts) were placed and tightened so that
they pulled together both chords and returned the plates
(upper chord) back to a flat position. The second prestress
was clearly not correctly designed, as it cancels nearly all
of the negative moment achieved in the first prestressing
phase (Fig. 7 lower). The design may be considered wrong,
not only due to the second phase of counterproductive
prestress, but also because Jackson did not take advantage
of the entire height of the truss to prestress the structure, as
he only placed the stanchions after prestressing the lower
chord. Another problem with the design is that the bearings
considerably restricted the movement of the system. Many
variations on the design are possible to allow it to function
correctly, but one of the simplest fixes can be achieved by
adapting Whipple’s technique: stretch and precompress
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Figure 8. Prestressed masonry arches as designed by Peter H. Jackson
Source: U.S. Patent 126396 (1872).

an arch or as a beam. Today it would be analyzed using the
strut-and-tie method, and prestressing the tie would be an
adequate solution (Fig. 8 top). The outcome of the second
solution (arch only) is less clear. In this case, the prestress
flattens the line of thrust of the arch (Fig. 8 bottom). When
the geometry of an arch is already optimized, this correction is counterproductive. When the arch is not correctly
designed, the more efficient solution is to correct the
geometry without prestressing. Prestressing an incorrectly
designed arch is a remedy only when the geometry of the
arch cannot be changed. However, that was clearly not
on Jackson’s mind when he wrote the patent. Beyond this
point, both variations of the design have another problem.
Masonry (or concrete) is directly in contact with the rod,
so the breaking of the bond is necessary for prestressing.
However, this should not be difficult because the rod is not
deformed.
Once he was on his own in San Francisco (P. H. Jackson
and Co.), Jackson developed a series of new patents that
were essentially variations of the first two, with some interesting advancements. Unfortunately, these new patents
showed few advances in his comprehension of the way in
which prestressed structures work. In 1882, he secured a
patent23 (Fig. 9) for a bowstring girder made of cast iron
(upper chord and posts) and wrought iron (lower chord).
Again, he presented two versions of his idea.

Figure 9. Prestressed cast iron arches as designed by Peter H. Jackson.
Source: U.S. Patent 265321 (1882).

the stanchions so that they cause pretension to both chords.
If Jackson had correctly understood Whipple’s ideas, he
would have been more successful in his design.
In 1872, back at his brother’s company (James L. Jackson and Brother Iron Works), Peter Jackson developed
one of the patents often cited21 as the first achievement in
prestressed concrete.22 The term girder in the title of this
patent is confusing because it may lead the reader to think
of a beam or flat soffit element, but this is not the true
subject of the patent. In reality, the proposed structure was
intended to be an improvement of the classical bowstring
arch, also known as a bowstring girder. A peculiar feature
of this patent is that it was mainly proposed for masonry
construction, but Jackson also left open the possibility of
applying the idea to other materials, noting that a “strong
and non-conductive material” could also be used, which
clearly includes concrete. A conventional bowstring arch
constructed of masonry (or concrete) has a disadvantage
because the tie rod is vulnerable to fire. Jackson clearly
stated several times that fire resistance was one of the main
reasons for his invention. However, he also developed the
principles of prestressed masonry (in our opinion, without
understanding it completely). He proposed two variations
of the system, one of an arch with a wall on top (Fig. 8
top) and one simply with an arch (Fig. 8 bottom). The first
version is more effective, even though it does not work as
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The main one is a considerable variation of his patent of
1858, which failed to solve two of the main problems: the
prestress of the lower chord causes negative moments on
the cast-iron upper chord instead of pure tension, and the
design does not work as a real truss because the posts do
not effectively connect both chords (Fig. 9 top). Surprisingly, it appears that the alternative design he presented,
which was only partially described, could have been significantly better because it appears to be an effective truss
(Fig. 9 bottom).
From 1886 to 1888, Jackson patented two inventions strongly
resembling the patent of 1872 but also including some interesting new features. In the first patent (Fig. 10 top),the two
main innovations are the two-way slabs and the definitive
selection of concrete as the material of the upper chord
of his prestressed trusses.24 He compared a truss with his
system as an indication of his comprehension of the structure. The second patent of this period (Fig. 10 bottom)
is similar but with three novel concepts. First, the design
included a flat soffit concrete element at least in one direction. Second, there is clear concern about the problem of
bonding, a problem partially solved by adding short metallic sleeves at both ends. Finally, the design includes turnbuckles so that the “tension on the tie may be increased
and the material acted upon compressed.”25 Thus, as soon
as Jackson began using concrete, he apparently realized
that some type of tension loss occurred and suggested a
solution to correct it. That is, he was starting to struggle

against losses. Unfortunately, Jackson was not a rigorous
engineer; he could not compete with the technical skills of
those who really were engineers, such as Ransome. In the
1880s, Jackson, Ransome, and the architect George W. Percy all lived in California, where reinforced concrete made
its earliest advancements in the United States. In 1884,
Percy created the Technical Society of the Pacific Coast,
where the most prominent engineers of the time gathered.
In the mid- to late 1880s, Percy was interested in the ideas
of reinforced concrete developed by both Ransome and
Jackson.18 Percy’s relationship with Ransome was much
more productive than that with Jackson for many reasons,
and this relationship contributed to Ransome’s success
with reinforced concrete. Percy was closer to Ransome
than to Jackson because they were of the same generation,
whereas Jackson was 20 years older, and because Ransome
was an engineer and acted as a structural consultant for
Percy’s architectural works. The latter is likely the main
reason for their closeness; Ransome not only understood
structures but was devoted to their study and to earning
his living designing buildings, not generic systems sold in
series, like Jackson.
It is possible that Percy’s preference for Ransome over
Jackson and the fact that Jackson was about 60 years old
at that time led Jackson to abandon prestressed concrete.
There is evidence that he continued to patent many products and inventions, but none related to prestressing. However, some of his new inventions were related to reinforced
concrete and composite floors (concrete joined to steel
sheets). Surprisingly, it appears that reinforced concrete
(and composite floors) had superseded prestressed concrete
in the mind of the inventor of prestressed concrete.
Jackson’s work, when viewed as a whole, is difficult to
classify into only one age of prestressed concrete, as his
inventions have elements of both the first age (lack of engineering rigor) and the second (sometimes mechanically
efficient). His inventions can even be categorized as third
age because he may have had the intuition of varying loads
over time. In sum, Jackson was the pioneer of the idea of
prestressed concrete in building construction and the inspiration for the next generation of engineers and inventors.

Figure 10. Comparison of a prestressed two-way concrete floor and a metallic
truss by P. H. Jackson and prestressed concrete floor by P. H. Jackson
Sources: U. S. Patent 366839 (1887); U.S. Patent 375999 (1888).

Figure 11. Prestressed segmental beam, as designed by Thomas A. Lee.
Source: U.S. Patent 461028 (1891).

crete systems of Hyatt, Ransome, and Jackson.
Thomas A. Lee’s advancements:
1890–1894
Although Jackson ceased developing new systems in the
late 1880s, his inventions were widely known throughout
the country thanks to Frank Eugene Kidder, contrary to
Billington26 and other sources’ beliefs. In 1884, Kidder
published the first edition of The Architect’s and Builder’s
Pocket-Book, a volume of nearly 600 pages. He published
an updated edition every year thereafter, which, in 1908,
had grown to1600 pages. Since the 1890s, this book and
others by the same author popularized the reinforced con-

It is likely that Jackson influenced Thomas A. Lee via Kidder’s books or through another channel. Possibly inspired
by Jackson’s 1872 patent (and maybe also those obtained
from 1886 to 1888), in 1890 Lee secured a patent for flat
floors made of prestressed masonry of hollow blocks.27 Lee
thought the system was advantageous mainly because of
its fireproof qualities, similar to Jackson in 1872, which is
why the blocks in his drawings look like tiles (Fig. 11).
However, in the description of the patent, he insisted
several times that any fireproof material may be used (like
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Jackson in 1872), and he mentioned mortar and concrete as
possibilities. However, because the blocks are hollow, the
average prestress that these floors can withstand is typically quite low by today's standards. In 1892, Lee secured
a new patent with several variations, widening the range
of structural types that are feasible with his system. In the
same year, he also secured two patents for bonding strands
made of two or four wires28 (Fig. 12). This design was the
first application of high-strength steel for a prestressed concrete (or masonry) structure, as well as the first application
of a well-bonded stressed reinforcement. Moreover, Lee
described a certain type of rudimentary anchoring system
that was likely adequate for the low (or medium) average
loads on the strands. Altogether, Lee’s proposals can be
considered the first comprehensive and efficient engineered
system for prestressed concrete (or masonry) structures.
Soon after, Lee launched his own business, the Lee Fire
Proof Construction Co., which specialized in the application of his system. The company made a considerable fortune, and its systems were soon included in Kidder’s book,
along with Ransome’s and Jackson’s systems. Lee’s system
was imitated for decades in the United States. During the
1940s to 1960s, his system inspired an entire industry, with
several companies in nearly every state mainly producing
prestressed tile products and precast, prestressed concrete
segments. This structural type was known in the mid-twentieth century as Dox Plank.29,30
European prestress in the
nineteenth century: Who were
the real pioneers?
Meanwhile, in 1888, the German C. F. W. Doehring (also
written Döhring) applied for a patent for a system31 that
is often cited as the first prestressed structural system in
Europe and sometimes even compared to Jackson’s inventions.32 These opinions are not well founded, possibly because the patent exists only in German and few have read
it carefully. Doehring’s patent is not related to prestressed
structural elements, as is believed by even highly respectable sources.21 His proposal relates to a system of production of long, thin mortar lattices with triangular section
(Fig. 13 right).
It is difficult to say exactly what size the section of those
lattices is, but they can be inscribed in a rectangle no
larger than 70 × 35 mm (2.8 × 1.4 in.), possibly even 50 ×
25 mm (2 × 1 in.) (Fig. 14). Even if it were composed of
modern prestressed concrete, such a lattice would not be an
efficient structural member. However, Doehring obviously
never intended it to be so. The title of the patent reveals
this: the lattices are a fireproof finish for the lower face of a
system of wooden structural floors for which Doehring had
applied for a patent earlier that year33 (Fig. 14). Although
Doehring’s lattices are not structural, the patent is notable
for two reasons: it is the first known system for the produc-
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tion of precast mortar (or concrete) elements in which the
reinforcement is prestressed, and the text of the patent has
a paragraph in which Doehring tries to explain the benefits
that prestress provides to concrete:

If two bodies of different elasticities (in this case
mortar and iron) simultaneously receive the same tension, the less extensible body [mortar] is broken first;
however, the cohesion of the extensible body [iron] is
abrogated only after continued exposure to tension.
If the extensible body is tightly tensioned (in this case
by T-screws) and is then simultaneously exposed to
the same tension as the inelastic body, both would be
simultaneously and almost equally strongly subjected
to absolute strength, and they would be broken almost
simultaneously. Because a greater force is necessary to
simultaneously overcome the cohesive strength of both
bodies than the force required to overcome the cohesive
strength of each body individually, a greater strength
results from the previously mentioned…30

Doehring was concerned that the concrete and steel would
break in tension at different times because he mistakenly
believed that the two materials would be able to withstand
a greater force if they broke at the same time. He proposed
prestressing the iron so that both materials would break at the
same time. It is striking that he did not mention that concrete
would be precompressed by the steel when the tension on
it was released, possibly because he did not understand that
point or did not see an advantage in it. In any case, Doehring
could not rationally explain the advantages of prestress, even
though he might have had a certain intuition about them. Regardless, he already went quite far in his reasoning if we take
into account that a further understanding was unimportant in
explaining the invention of a fireproof finish.
The invention of a nonstructural prestressed mortar element has been quoted in books and articles for so many decades as an early step forward in the history of prestressed
structures, possibly because of some inaccurate translation
or misreading of the first German references.6,7 Those two
books, along with that of Kurt Billig,5 were the only books
among the most influential first reference books on prestressed concrete that included significant historical notes
on early inventions and applications. Before the release of
those books, just before the beginning of the Second World
War, prestressed concrete was about to spread through
Europe via Germany thanks to the influence of Eugène
Freyssinet on some German engineers. In 1937, Ewald
Hoyer—probably influenced by Freyssinet3—secured a
patent34 that made him famous all over Europe. The patent
was for a system of precast, prestressed concrete elements
using thin wires, such as piano wire. Hoyer’s patent cited
the earlier patent of Doehring. Perhaps the fame of Hoyer
among German-speaking engineers; the poor translations

from German of the texts of Ritter, Lardy, and Leonhardt;
and the fact that Doehring’s patent was written in German
did the rest to give him more credit than was due for his
contribution to prestressed concrete.
To summarize, Doehring’s patent can be considered a first-age
invention at best, but if we look at it more rigorously, it may
not even relate to prestressed structures. However, it is possible that Doehring’s patent inspired other German-speaking
pioneers, such as Mandl, Wettstein, or Hoyer, and that would
be its only relation to the history of prestressed structures.
In 1894, François Chaudy of France brought the continent
into the second age of prestressed concrete. He was the first
European to engineer and understand an effective solution to
prestressing (by posttensioning) a previously hardened concrete beam.34,35 His theoretical proposal consisted of casting a
beam with a groove along the center of the soffit. Then, a bar
placed in the groove is tensioned against cast-iron caps placed
at both ends, causing a uniform negative moment (Fig. 15).
He considered that the system could also be used for other
materials that are weak in tension, such as cast iron.
His ideas were published in a scientific journal, preceded by
another short paper of his on the calculation of thin plates of
any material. His medium, the Bulletin of the French Civil
Engineering Society (Société des Ingénieurs Civils in Paris),
was the main publication of this society and thus highly
influential. However, the influence of Chaudy on other engineers has not been traced to the present.
Only two years after Chaudy’s paper, the Austrian Julius
Mandl published two papers36,37 with a certain resemblance
to it but including several interesting novelties. Mandl’s
papers were much longer and mainly presented a theoretical attempt to solve the problem of designing reinforced
concrete structures. Similar to Chaudy’s paper, his work
began by studying the case of a reinforced concrete plate.
After a complete mathematical description of this case,
Mandl followed with a section proposing prestressing the
plate by pretensioning the reinforcement made of wires
before placing concrete and, after hardening, releasing the
prestress.36 His idea can be considered the first European
proposal to prestress a concrete structure using pretensioned wires. It cannot be dismissed that Mandl may have
been inspired by Doehring’s patent, published only eight
years earlier. However, there is no doubt Mandl went much
further because he really understood the idea of prestressing and its structural benefits, which places his proposal in
the second age of prestressed concrete structures.
Applications of prestressed concrete in Europe in the first third
of the twentieth century
This section lists the most frequently cited pioneers of prestressed concrete and checks the value of their proposals.

Figure 12. Strands of four wires for prestressed segmental prestressed
structures as designed by Thomas A. Lee. Source: U.S. Patent 513794 (1894).

Figure 13. System to precast triangular mortar lattices with prestressed
strands embedded, as designed by C. F. W. Doehring. Source: Prussian Patent
53548 (1888). Reproduced by permission of German Patent and Trademark
Office.

Figure 14. Wooden fireproof floor as designed by C. F. W. Doehring. The scale
of the prestressed mortar triangular lattices (a) can be seen when compared
with the size of the wooden purlin (b). Source: Prussian Patent 49024 (1888)
reproduced by permission of German Patent and Trademark Office.

Figure 15. Posttensioned concrete beam as designed by François Chaudy.
Source: Reproduced by permission from Conservatoire Numérique des Arts
et Métiers (1894).

In France, Charles Rabut built in 1903 (or 1909) a prestressed concrete cantilever spanning 7 m (23 ft) to carry
a street. It was built to enlarge the train station of Saint
Lazare without having to give up the width of the adjacent
Rue de Rome, which was supported by the cantilever. The
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Figure 16. Two-way (left) and one-way (right) posttensioned concrete segmental floor as designed by Jens G. F. Lund. Source: U. S. Patent 1028578 (1912).

cantilever was built in three phases. In the first, the lower
part of the concrete beams was placed. Then, the upper
reinforcement was prestressed, lifting the cantilever as
the dead loads were partially compensated. Finally, the
rest of the cantilever was placed.3 It is known that Rabut
had already built a 3 m (10 ft) cantilever in the Pereire
Boulevard between 1897 and 1900, but whether he used
the same method at Saint Lazare remains unknown. Rabut
may have thought of prestressing concrete by himself, as
he was one of the eminent French scholars on reinforced
concrete at the time. It is also possible that he was influenced by others. In fact, some earlier prestressed structures
could have influenced him directly or indirectly, including
those designed by François Chaudy, Julius Mandl, or the
prestressed granite block walls in Finisterre built some two
decades before by the Frenchman Armand Considère (an
acquaintance of Rabut).3 He may even have been inspired
by the considerable number of early American prestressed
structures, which were likely known by European scholars.
In 1907, the Norwegian Jens G. F. Lund secured two patents
in several European countries related to those of Jackson and
Lee on prestressed masonry. The two patents were merged into
one when his inventions arrived in the United States.38 Lund designed flat soffit floors composed of precast concrete elements
that were assembled and posttensioned. The concept may seem
similar to that of Lee, but Lund followed two different peculiar
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building processes. One of the processes, for two-way posttensioned floors (Fig. 16 left), consisted of arranging the precast
concrete blocks in rows in two directions, leaving them slightly
separated. Tie rods were placed and then mortar poured in the
gaps between the rows. Before the mortar completely hardened,
the tie rods were tensioned using nuts. As might be expected,
the precompression of the concrete achieved in this manner was
quite low because mortar in the bidirectional gaps was easily
compressed and could even spill out, causing considerable
instantaneous losses of prestress.
The other solution, designed for one-way slabs (Fig. 16
right), was slightly different. Tie rods were placed inside
long precast concrete ribs that had keys so that the precast
concrete blocks could rest directly on them. As the height
of the ribs was only half that of the blocks, mortar was
placed once the tie rods were pretensioned to complete the
height of the slab on the ribs. This system was better than
the first system described because the plates at the ends
of the tie rods were designed to engage the two adjacent
blocks when tightened so that posttensioning was applied
on hardened concrete.
Leonhardt7 also quoted another interesting proposal of
Lund’s. The system consists of posttensioning two precast
concrete segmental C-shaped beams put back to back
and slightly separated so that the tie rod fits in the gap

Figure 17. Prestressed concrete systems as designed by Walter Wilson (U. K. Patent 103681, 1917) (top), Frederick Bolton (U.K. Patent 126100, 1919) (bottom left),
and Ernesto Mezzetti (Italian patent 166844, 1918) (bottom right). Sources: Reprinted by permission from UK Intellectual Property Office, UIBM, Archivio Centrale della
Stato, MICA.

between them. The invention was described by Lund in
the Norwegian journal Teknisk Ukeblad. In 1910, two
pipe manufacturers, the German David Zisseler and the
Swiss Hans Siegwart, produced concrete pipes with spiral
wires. However, Zisseler only applied a slight pretension,
while Siegwart pretensioned the wires with loads of up to
88.9 ksi (613 MPa).7 For that reason, and because Siegwart
performed tests showing the considerable interior pressure
that the pipes were able to withstand, his can be considered a structure in which prestress is engineered to reach
superior performance (second age). Zisseler’s pipes, on
the other hand, should be considered first-age prestressed
structures.

In 1918, the British engineer Frederick Bolton secured
a patent for a system to prestress U-shaped segmental
concrete molds for beams or arches where concrete was
subsequently placed40 (Fig. 17 bottom left). Bolton’s idea
was far from optimal. First, he only considered the use
of prestress to put together the molds but did not exploit
it for the concrete itself. Second, the position of the tie in
relation to the shape of the mold is not always beneficial
when prestressed. The design may be more or less correct for beams, but in regard to arches, the prestress of the
mold may induce tension on the intrados of the arch. His
designs, which must be classified as first age, may have
been inspired by those of Jackson22 or Lund.

In 1916, the British master of works Walter Wilson secured
a patent for precast, prestressed concrete floors and beams.
Due to his lack of technical education, the proposal lacks
rigor but shows brilliant intuition (first age). His elements
(Fig. 17 top) comprise a considerable amount of prestressed reinforcement, made entirely of wires or strand,
mostly with polygonal layouts. The system of reinforcement can be summarized as an upper and lower chord, both
prestressed and fixed at their ends and tightened by wires
wound around them in the shape of braces at 45 degrees.
Moreover, Wilson placed a main strand with a polygonal
layout parallel to the web already described. The layout of
the strand is flat at midspan (of course, placed below), and
at the bearings it is brought to the top of the section, inducing a positive moment due to prestress.39

In 1918, the Italian Ernesto Mezzetti (Fig. 17 bottom right)
patented a procedure to manufacture plates, beams, and
pipes with two-way wires, either straight or interlaced,
placed at both faces of the elements (except for pipes).34,41
Because the wires were at both faces and the average
prestress may have been low, this invention is similar to
conventionally reinforced concrete. It can scarcely be
considered an engineered prestressed structure and should
be classified as first age at best.
In 1919, the Czechoslovak Karl Wettstein started producing prestressed, precast concrete joists using thin wires
directly bonded to the concrete.7 He patented the system a
few years later, extending the idea to plates, lattices, and
other flat or long elements. Wires were placed at both faces
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of the elements and could be placed all in parallel or in two
directions (for flat elements). It is notable that in his Austrian patent, he mentioned that wires may have a minimum
diameter of 0.1 mm (0.0039 in.)42 that is, piano wires used
some two decades before Hoyer’s famous patent.43 The
case of Wettstein is similar to that of Mezzetti. Because
prestressing both faces is not an effective design, it can
scarcely be considered an engineered prestressed structure
(first age at best).
In 1923, the Austrian Fritz Emperger described a system
for producing pipes of prestressed concrete with spiral
wires pretensioned up to 113.9 ksi (785 MPa).7 It is difficult to classify Emperger’s designs without further information. It is possible that he knew about F. R. McMillan’s
experiments on creep through Hewett’s works and patents,
as discussed in the following sections. In any case, Emperger’s pipes are at least a second-age structure because
he knew the advantages of prestressing concrete by spiral
wires.
Another example of the German version of prestressed
concrete are the tests performed by Ewald Hoyer in 1925
under the sponsorship of the country council of Magdebourg. He attempted to prestress slabs and beams with
pretensioned wires, as others suggested before him, but it
appears that he did not succeed.3 This effort can be classified as second age.
A last remarkable group of late second-age examples
can also be found in Germany, between 1927 and 1938,
while Freyssinet was entering the fourth age of prestressed concrete in France. The German engineers
Franz Dischinger and Ulrich Finterwalder, working at
Dyckerhoff and Widmann, developed several remarkable patents for bridge construction and even built some
bridges with their second-age prestressed concrete
designs. They must all be considered in that category
because they always used iron rods and bands as
tendons. These materials are mentioned in the patents,
where losses, creep, or shrinkage were never mentioned.
The first proposal of that late second-age group was that
made by Dischinger in 1927, when he built the Saale
Bridge in Alsleben with a design similar to the cast iron
bridge over the Arno proposed by Wild and Stephenson some 80 years before. In 1928 Dischinger secured
the patent of a system related to his design. In 1934 he
secured a new patent for two new systems.44 One of the
systems is quite similar to that of Whipple in 1841 but
with an important difference beyond the material: the
upper chord is straight and the lower chord is polygonal.
This system, used in one bridge in Aue in 1937, is famous for being the first proposed externally prestressed
concrete bridge. The other system consists of inverting
the logic of the bridge and transforming it into a suspension bridge by placing a flat soffit in the lower chord and
a suspension tendon in the upper chord with a typical
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shape of parabola. In this case, the prestress of both
chords is achieved by tensioning the verticals, which are
made of iron. This visionary system became a reference
for the construction of suspension bridges for decades.
In 1937, Finsterwalder secured two patents. One of
those systems,45 later used to build the Wiedenbrück
Bridge, was inspired in the first of Dischinger’s systems
described in the patent of 1934.44 The other system11
is similar to the prestressed timber bridge patented by
Long in 1830. As has already been said, Long’s version
has a slightly better design.
Other prestressed concrete applications may have been
developed in non-German-speaking European countries
in the first third of the century due to the considerable
increase in precast concrete-related patents, but they have
not been reported. Most of the designs proposed at that
time were likely not engineered prestressed solutions, such
as those developed by Wilson, Bolton, Mezzetti, and Wettstein.
In sum, few European engineers appear to have understood at
that time the advantages of prestressed concrete, and among
those who did, only a few seemed to obtain good results.

The third age: Struggling to
minimize losses
In the first third of the twentieth century, most scholars
were unaware of creep in concrete and ignored most of
the consequences of shrinkage beyond those related to
durability. Engineers were also unaware of the evolution of
time-dependent material properties. As pioneering engineers started to explore and apply the idea of prestressing
concrete, a few were surprised to find that it was not easy:
for some reason, the initial loads reduced dramatically over
time. Most of these engineers tried unsuccessfully to solve
the problem. Only those who understood the nature of
material behavior finally succeeded in efficiently producing prestressed concrete structures. Among those, only
two decided to perform tests on their own: the Frenchman
Eugène Freyssinet and the Englishman Oscar Faber. That
decision gave them considerable advantages over all other
prestressed concrete pioneers.
Freyssinet and the idea of prestress
as an asset: 1903–1908
From 1903 to 1904, only some 10 years after François
Chaudy had published his paper describing a posttensioned
concrete beam, a young civil engineering student, Eugène
Freyssinet (1879–1962), assisted in the lectures of the eminent professor Charles Rabut (1852–1925), who is often
considered the first ever to teach a course on reinforced
concrete, in 1896.
Freyssinet wrote that the idea of prestressing came to

him in 1903 or 1904 as a student during the lectures of
Rabut, which were “devoted, on the one hand to reinforced
concrete and, on the other hand, to the systematic study of
spontaneous or provoked deflection in structures.”26 He also
indicated that one of his early visionary moments occurred
when he visited the construction site of the cantilever for
the Rue de Rome at the Saint Lazare station.3 The fact that
Rabut devoted some of his lectures to “provoked deflection
in structures” means that the professor already had a clear
idea of the consequences of “predeflecting” a structure,
which is certainly not far from the idea of prestressing.
After his graduation in 1905, Freyssinet kept the idea of
deliberately induced deflection in mind as a means of making structures more efficient. That intuition pushed him to
begin applying it as soon as possible, and it did so twice
from 1906 to 1908. However, only one of those attempts
gave encouraging results. That success was achieved when
he built the three-hinged Praireal-sur-Besbre Bridge (spanning 26 m [85 ft]) in 1907 and used induced deformations
to remove the formwork (Fig. 18). The idea consisted of
placing jacks in the crown hinge and using them to create
horizontal thrusts on both half arches. The result was a
precompression and slight rotation of both half arches
around the abutments’ hinges. That caused the half arches
to lift from the centering so that it could be stripped more
easily.46 The jacks were then removed, and the three-hinged
arch could function normally. This technique was so easy
and effective that it soon became internationally used.3,26
On that occasion, Freyssinet had only temporarily used
induced deformations. Thus, he could see that his idea was
feasible without having to deal with long-term behavior,
which was unknown to him. At that time, he was working
for the contractor François Mercier, who gave him another
opportunity to apply his ideas; however, as discussed later,
this experience would not be so encouraging.
Verification of shrinkage and
the first attempts to control it:
1889–1912
In the last decade of the nineteenth century, the first important structural systems and patents for reinforced concrete
appeared, including those of Joseph Monier, François Hennebique, and Edmond Coignet. After them, many other engineers and businessmen in France, the rest of Europe, and
the United States soon hurried to patent reinforced concrete
systems. As soon as this occurred, other engineers systematically studied the behavior of this new material. Although
studies on the shrinkage of unreinforced cement and other
hydraulic materials began long before reinforced concrete
was invented, the first relevant report on shrinkage in reinforced concrete, which was written in France by Armand
Considère,47 only appeared at the end of the nineteenth
century. In the first decade of the twentieth century, the
number of studies concerning reinforced concrete shrink-

Hinges

Centering

Horizontal thrust at the crown hinge
causes up-lift of the two halves of the arch
Figure 18. The decentering process at the Praireal-sur-Besbre Bridge.

age increased considerably, and the subject soon became
well known and generally accepted among engineers.
In 1906, the German state engineer Mathias Koenen performed a series of tests on prestressed concrete elements
with the reinforcement pretensioned before the concrete
was placed.7 The method used had been previously described by Carl von Bach in 1904.3 One of the main aims
of those tests was to find an effective means of preventing
shrinkage cracks in concrete, as a recent German standard
banned any cracking in reinforced concrete. The following year Koenen published the results of the tests, where
he indicated that the bars were pretensioned at 58.9 MPa
(8.5 ksi),48 but he later recognized that most of the prestress force was lost eventually.7,49
Meanwhile, in the United States in 1908, Charles R. Steiner of California, possibly inspired by P. H. Jackson or T. A.
Lee, patented the first system of prestressed concrete that
explicitly tried to counteract the variation in concrete properties over time.50 Before Steiner, it is possible that Jackson
may have understood the need for retightening in prestressed reinforcement, as he included turnbuckles in his
last patent on prestressed concrete.25 However, he did not
explicitly mention that retightening was intended to compensate for the effects of shrinkage in reinforced concrete,
which was not widely known at the time. Approximately
30 years after Jackson’s turnbuckles, Steiner did know
about shrinkage but not about creep. His system (Fig. 19)
consisted of placing rods inside concrete, which would
easily be prestressed because of the pockets generated
within the concrete for that purpose. The preload was applied in several phases while the concrete was still setting.
His idea consisted of applying tension to the rods when
concrete had a sufficiently low bond to the reinforcement
(low tensile strength) and sufficient compressive strength
to withstand the precompression, allowing for the free
strain of the rod. After the concrete set, the bond would
be reestablished. Of course, the proposal was not effective for many reasons. However, Steiner’s patent included
four other innovations. He regarded prestressed concrete
as an all-purpose material, good for beams, frames with
members fixed together, flat slabs, ribbed slabs, cantilevers, tanks, pipes, and retaining walls; polygonal layouts
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It consisted of placing the concrete in two phases so that
the shrinkage of the second placement (upper half) caused
a prestress on the concrete of the first placement (lower
half). The idea of using shrinkage to alleviate the effects
of shrinkage sounds ingenious, but if it had been effective,
it would have caused an adverse flexural moment because
the compressive force due to the shrinkage of the upper
half is above the center of gravity of the lower section. If
that had occurred, Koenen would most likely have caused
an unfavorable effect instead of reducing any cracking or
losses.
The systematic study of creep:
1905–1937

Figure 19. Third-age prestressed concrete structures as designed by
C. R. Steiner. Source: U.S. Patent 903909 (1908).

Although shrinkage was soon accepted by scientists and
engineers, the path to general acceptance was far more
complicated for creep. Few studies were conducted on this
subject before the 1920s, and most of the researchers on
the matter, including Ira H. Woolson (1905),51 W. K. Hatt
(1907),52 Franklin R. McMillan (also MacMillan) (1915),53
and E. B. Smith (1916),54 lived in the United States. Outside the United States, only Freyssinet was interested in
creep before the 1920s.
In 1907, François Mercier, the contractor whom Freyssinet worked for, became completely devoted to an audacious project that the 28-year-old engineer had designed,
as only a fantasy, to replace an old, damaged suspension
bridge over the Allier River in Boutiron.3 This bold design
(Fig. 20) in reinforced concrete recalls the iron bridge of
Mirabeau in Paris (Fig. 21), which was completed in 1896
by Jean Résal, one of the professors who most influenced
Freyssinet at the university.55

Figure 20. A prestressed concrete bridge in Boutiron as constructed by
Freyssinet. Source: Reproduced by permission from Planète TP (2012).

of prestressed reinforcement embedded in concrete, placed
where larger tension stresses are expected; overlapping prestressed reinforcing bars; and pockets to protect the ends of
the reinforcement after tensioning.50 Unfortunately, despite
all of his foresight, Steiner’s system would never succeed
without a proper analysis of the long-term behavior of the
material.
In Germany in 1912, Mathias Koenen thought that he had
found the solution for the losses that he observed in his
tests on prestressed concrete in 1906 and patented a system
to apply this solution to beams and plates.49 He thought that
the main reason for the losses was shrinkage, which had
been “recently discovered,” in his words. His idea was to
use that same phenomenon to prestress beams and plates.
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At that time there were three wooden suspension bridges
over the Allier River in the province (département) of
Allier: Le Veurdre Bridge, Boutiron Bridge, and Châtel-deNeuvre Bridge. They were all in poor condition. However,
the local authorities only had the resources to replace
one of them, Le Veurdre, with a new masonry bridge.
Mercier saw the opportunity to win a contract to build
all three bridges at the cost of the single masonry bridge
designed for Le Veurdre. As one might expect, the authorities accepted. The contractor, convinced of Freyssinet’s
capabilities, decided to put him in charge not only of the
design but also of the construction. Freyssinet accepted but
decided to build a trial arch to ensure that he would be able
to control the construction of such a bridge, which was
much more daring than any he had previously built.
The bridge at Le Veurdre was to have three bays that were
67 m (220 ft), 72 m (236 ft), and 67 m (220 ft) in length
with a span-to-rise ratio of 15, and all would be spanned
by flat three-pinned arches. The trial arch, spanning 50 m
(160 ft), was designed in 1907 and built the next year in
Moulins. Because the soil was poor and the construction of

abutments would have been expensive, Freyssinet decided
to build it as a bowstring arch to prevent opening.3 The tie
was made of a large number of wires fixed to the arch by
flat shims.56 Freyssinet tried his best to construct a good
trial arch with high-strength concrete (40 MPa [5900 psi]
after 90 days) and a strict control system for placement, but
the results were inconclusive. The arch showed deformations that could not be explained by the theories of the
day, which he had learned from his professor, Augustin
Mesnager, director of the laboratory of the École des Ponts
et Chaussées. Mesnager’s criteria coincided with those of
the French code published in 1906,57 as these were based
on his tests. His theory stated that the stress-strain relation
was similar in concrete and steel: they are approximately
linear in the elastic range and invariant over time. When
Freyssinet asked Mesnager about the strange results in his
test, the only answer he obtained was that he had committed a series of errors. As he had no time to spend on further
investigation, Freyssinet had to concentrate on the design
of the Le Veurdre Bridge.3 Finally, in 1910, the Le Veurdre
Bridge was completed and tested, and it initially performed
as expected. However, after a few months, in 1911, worrying deflections appeared and increased as weeks passed.
Even if nobody had noticed, Freyssinet realized with anguish that if the deflections were not addressed, the bridge
would collapse. Trying to base his reasoning exclusively on
the established codes and valid physical properties of concrete, he could not explain the growing deflections. Only
when he became determined to question the accepted truths
did he begin to find a solution. The results of his previous
test and these increasing deflections could be explained if
he accepted the hypothesis that the modulus of elasticity
of concrete diminished with increasing stress. In any case,
understanding the behavior of concrete would clearly not
be easy, and the bridge had to be saved rapidly before a disaster occurred. One day at twilight with little traffic on the
bridge, Freyssinet and four reliable men placed decentering
jacks at the three crown hinges and acted on all of them simultaneously. In this manner, they precompressed all of the
arches, lifting them back to the desired position. Then they
placed concrete in the gaps and, against the recommendations of the code, disabled the hinges. This operation was
successful enough for the bridge to adequately function
until its destruction in 1940 during World War II. By moving beyond the nonlinearity of the stress-strain relationship,
Freyssinet understood that concrete creeps. He then initiated a series of tests to understand the nature of creep, but
he could not complete them due to his professional duties
and his service in World War I in 1914.3
Among the American studies on creep, the most complete
were those of Franklin R. McMillan, a professor at the
University of Minnesota. His interest in the properties of
concrete started in the early 1910s and continued until the
1950s. As a result, his work had a significant influence not
only on other scholars but also on many engineers, including the prestressed concrete pioneer William S. Hewett.58

Figure 21. The iron bridge of Mirabeau constructed in Paris by Jean Résal.

McMillan studied shrinkage and creep, as well as their
interaction, but mainly focused on shrinkage.53 He was the
first to design systematic tests comparing the deformation
of loaded and unloaded specimens, which are essential for
measuring the difference between creep and shrinkage.
In the 1920s creep was still largely ignored by European
academics, but the Englishman Oscar Faber observed the
phenomenon in 1920 while performing tests on prestressed concrete.56 He was both a scholar and a practicing engineer. He became an authority on reinforced
concrete when he published the first edition of Reinforced
Concrete Design in 1912, which soon became a standard
in universities in the United Kingdom. In this book, he
elaborated on the properties of reinforced concrete and
their implications in design. Beyond discovering creep,
Farber is also known for his study on plastic yield in
concrete and discussed both topics in an extensive paper59
in 1927. That is, Faber made advances in understanding
the same two properties of concrete that Freyssinet found
mandatory to understand to use prestressed concrete.
However, Faber’s ideas appear to have been received
coldly by the engineering community.
No French scholar was interested in the study of creep in
the 1920s or before. However, Freyssinet advanced the
field as a result of his experiences at Le Veurdre Bridge in
1911. He considered creep to be the main obstacle to prestressed concrete becoming a practical engineering technique. After the First World War he found the opportunity
to study creep when he was commissioned to construct
a bridge in Plougastel (Bretagne, France) in 1922.3 This
bridge was made with three arches, each spanning 186 m
(614 ft), a world record at the time. For this construction,
Freyssinet completed a series of tests in 1926–1929 that
would lead him to quantify creep.26 In such a long bridge,
the concrete would experience heavy compression, and
those long arches would experience considerable shortening due to creep. Some of Freyssinet’s results were published in 1930,60 but the complete version was published
only after his death.61 Freyssinet’s knowledge of creep was
among the most detailed at the time, and he continued to
study the subject until his death. Nonetheless, he said that
knowledge on creep was far from complete.3
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Sometime after this, William Henry Glanville presented
in the United Kingdom the results of a series of tests62 that
confirmed Faber’s statements on creep. Only after Glanville’s tests and Freyssinet’s papers in the early 1930s did
European scientists and engineers start to intensively study
creep. That is why most of the prestressed concrete structures built before then were unsuccessful or inefficient.
Even if these first English scholars made significant
progress with their studies and increased interest in creep,
Freyssinet considered their interpretation of the results to
be incorrect because they were not able to understand the
difference between creep and elastic shortening.3 In any
case, the observations of the English could have been sufficient to reach the fourth age of prestressed concrete had
they applied their knowledge. However, their contributions
remained exclusively theoretical.
Another engineer interested in prestressed concrete and
creep at that time was Franz Dischinger in Germany. His
studies on creep have been among the most influential
since interest arose in the 1930s,63–69 making him one of the
most likely candidates to have reached the fourth age of
prestressed concrete had Freyssinet not done so.
Solutions to long-term deformations
based on lack of bonding: 1919–1937
While all of the aforementioned concrete properties were
being discovered, a new generation of engineers proposed
novel solutions to the problem of long-term deformations.
Most of the solutions were inspired to some extent by
Steiner’s patent.50 As a result, the lack of bonding between
the concrete and the reinforcement played a central role in
most of them.
The most eminent engineer of that generation was the
English-born bridge contractor William Sherman Hewett,
who was established in Minneapolis, Minn. Beginning in
1893 in the American Midwest, he built several reinforced
concrete bridges following the recently patented system
of the Austrian professor Joseph Melan.70 The system
consisted of embedding metal sections in concrete arch
bridges. Some of Hewett’s early composite bridges in the
late 1910s were designed by Melan’s eminent pupil Fritz
von Emperger, one of the pioneers of prestressed concrete.
After building a considerable number of bridges, Hewett
became interested in the construction of watertight tanks
made of reinforced concrete. Hewett’s early attempts in
1919 resulted in cracks and leaks in the tanks. Searching
for a solution to that problem, Hewett discovered McMillan’s studies on concrete shrinkage and creep.58 Thus,
Hewett had obtained objective data that permitted him to
characterize the problems of long-term deformations earlier than Faber and Freyssinet. However, Hewett made only
limited use of these data. His lack of technical rigor can
be seen by analyzing the patents he secured over the next
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15 years. In those patents, improvements appeared only
gradually, more as a result of trial and error than as a result
of an a priori design and calculation of the structure of the
tanks based on reliable data on the long-term behavior of
concrete. Hewett was most likely not aware of Steiner’s
patent50 when he secured his first patent in 1921(Fig. 22).71
On that occasion he proposed two different systems to
prestress the tanks, one based on bonded reinforcement
and the other on unbonded reinforcement. Because both
systems used conventional steel rods for the prestressed
reinforcement, they might have suffered significant losses.
Moreover, the construction process was quite complicated.
Despite those drawbacks, Hewett’s tanks were far better
than any conventional reinforced concrete tanks, and the
system showed considerable success.
Soon after Hewett’s first patent, in 1923, Emperger
proposed his system of winding tightened wires around
concrete pipes.7 In Europe, Emperger had close precedents (Zisseler and Siegwart) other than Hewett’s patent.
However, that does not mean he was not aware of Hewett’s
advances; he could have remained knowledgeable of
American engineering since his first Melan system bridge
installation in the United States together with Hewett.
Had Emperger known of McMillan’s studies on creep
and shrinkage, his proposals in 1923 could have been the
first successful engineered design in prestressed concrete
that considered the effect of losses. If this task had been
achieved, he would have reached the fourth age of prestressed concrete five years before Freyssinet. However,
this most likely did not occur. In any case, such speculation is included here only to highlight the fact that all of
the necessary elements to arrive at the fourth age of prestressed concrete were already there, waiting for someone
to put them together. Hewett, Faber, and possibly Emperger were close to the fourth age of prestressed concrete,
meaning that they or other engineers, such as Dischinger,
would have reached it soon, even if Freyssinet had not in
1928.
Soon after Emperger’s proposal in 1923 in Nebraska,
Richard E. Dill secured a patent72 for a system to prestress concrete with tendons made of “high-strength steel”
pretensioned to near its elastic limit. Dill did not refer to
modern high-strength steel wire but simply to rods made
of steel (yield strength fy of 30,000 psi [200 MPa]) instead
of wrought iron. Before that patent was granted in 1925,
he presented another patent that replaced it, correcting
errors that he found. The first application is only known
through the descriptions included in the new patent, but
there is enough detail to understand it. The main difference
between them is that in the new patent, the rods are coated
with “asphalt (or other material)”72 to prevent bonding with
the concrete. He was the first to propose such a solution
(Fig. 23). Dill’s concerns regarding bonding to make posttensioning possible were most likely inspired by Steiner’s
patent,50 as supported by the manner in which Dill redacted

Figure 23. Prestressed concrete with unbonded reinforcement as designed by
R. E. Dill. Source: U.S. Patent 1684663 (1928).
Figure 22. Two systems for prestressed concrete tanks as constructed by
W. S. Hewett. Source: U.S. Patent 1413404 (1922).

his patent. The main reasons for the change in the bonding
conditions were described by Dill with the following statements: “My afore mentioned application, that of stretching the steel and keeping it stretched during the setting
process, as nearly to its elastic limit as is practicable, will
not produce the desired result for the following reasons: (1)
Concrete, during the setting process, shrinks. The degree
of shrinkage is variable. In general, the richer the concrete
is in cement the greater the shrinkage. (2) Concrete, after
the set is apparently completed, will shrink with loss of
moisture. (3) Concrete will shrink under compression at
the same rate it will expand under tension.”72 In point (3),
he appears to have described elastic strain more than the
effects of creep. Even if Dill used the word flow several
times in his patent, it is difficult to say whether he was
really aware of creep. In any case, he did not indicate that

he understood its consequences, which would mean that
he understood shrinkage and elastic shortening but not
creep. In any case, it is remarkable how Dill, like Steiner,
saw prestressed concrete as a new material suitable for any
application, including bridges, floors for buildings, beams,
posts, tanks, and pressure pipes. Two other interesting
features are described in the patent but not claimed at the
end of it: the possibility of indirect bonding by placing "a
wet grout of very rich concrete, or of neat cement”72 inside
the holes where the reinforcement is embedded (maybe
inspired by Lee) and the possibility of combining several
units (most likely precast) to have them work as one element due to the effects of prestressing (maybe influenced
by the ideas of Jackson and/or Lee).
While this was occurring in the United States, a similar
proposal appeared in eastern Germany (now Poland). In
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more specialized in tank construction every day, while it
seems that Dill’s patent initially was more valued for the
construction of posts.4 Conflict could have arisen some
years later, as Dill licensed his patent to the Preload Corp.
to build tanks,4 but no detail is known on that. One last
patent of Hewett shows how he engineered his tanks.75
In 1935 he secured a device to control the tension in the
prestressed rods to avoid guesswork75 in tightening operations. If before that date Hewett had tensioned his rods
only by guessing, he clearly did not estimate losses, even
if he had some knowledge of their existence from McMillan's work.58 This places his inventions in the third age of
prestressed concrete.
Unlike Hewett’s, Dill’s and Färber’s inventions appear
close to the fourth age because they both correctly addressed the problem of shrinkage; however, neither was
based on a solid awareness of creep.

The fourth age: Effective
prestressed structures
through losses
Freyssinet devotes his life
exclusively to prestressed
concrete: 1928
Figure 24. Prestressed concrete tank design with unbonded reinforcement and
a handy turnbuckle as designed by W. S. Hewett.
Source: U. S. Patent 1818254 (1931).

1927, Richard Färber (also Faerber) secured a patent to
obtain unbonded prestressed rods.7 His idea consisted of
rubbing each rod with paraffin and then wrapping it with
a metal sheet or a bandage. An alternative was to place the
reinforcement inside a cardboard duct, which was subsequently filled with a “suitable material.” Interestingly,
Färber mentioned a certain “American system” that had influenced him, which can easily be identified as the work of
Charles R. Steiner.50 In fact, when the German secured his
patent, Dill had not yet obtained his patent; thus, Färber’s
invention can be considered to be truly original.73
In the United States, just before Dill obtained his 1928
patent, Hewett secured in 1927 an enhanced version of
his tank system that made construction easier and ensured
better tightness.74 This patent made two primary improvements: the rods were rubbed with asphalt or equivalent
material that prevented steel-concrete bonding, and turnbuckles were added to allow retightening (Fig. 24). The
way in which Hewett described the method of avoiding
bonding, the fact that he included the possibility of applying the system to other structural elements (such as beams),
and the fact that they lived less than 500 miles away from
each other makes it likely that Hewett simply copied Dill’s
idea. However, it does not appear to have created a conflict,
as Hewett was a powerful contractor who was becoming
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Once Freyssinet’s tests for Plougastel were well advanced
and he felt able to control the consequences of creep, he
made a dramatic decision in October 1928 that would
change his career and the history of construction. He
staked everything on the study of prestressed concrete. At
that time, the construction of Plougastel would continue
for another two years. Plougastel can be considered the
first prestressed structure of the fourth age because it was
finished by prestressing the crown of the arches—like
in Le Veurdre—based on Freyssinet’s knowledge of the
long-term behavior of concrete. For several years, he
tried to convince the contractor he worked for, Claude
Limousin, to bet on his idea, but he had no success. As a
consequence, he felt compelled to undertake this adventure on his own.3 In September, only a month before he
determined to change his career, he had published his
first paper explaining the value of prestressed concrete.76
In November, together with Jean Seailles, he secured
the first in his series of oft-imitated patents: concrete
prestressed with wires.77 From a certain perspective,
Freyssinet’s patent was not really a new invention; many
others before him (mainly Germans) had thought to
embed wires under tension in precast concrete members:
Doehring,31 Mandl,36 Lund,37 Zisseler and Siegwart,7
Mezzetti,40 Wettstein,41 and Hoyer,3 among others. However, Freyssinet and Seailles had at least two qualitative
differences from their predecessors. First, they knew
where to place the prestressed reinforcement to obtain a
perfectly engineered prestressed concrete element, and
second, they could understand and quantify the losses

due to creep and shrinkage, account for them, and design
effective solutions. Freyssinet and Seailles’ patent (and
an addendum made in 1930) showed considerable detail
and demonstrated their deep understanding of the matter
(Fig. 25). Only five features of this complete and detailed
patent are mentioned here as examples:
r

the recommendation to use high-quality concrete (one
of his very important contributions) and very high
strength steel (wires)

r

a variety of methods to tension the wires

r

the possibility of using polygonal layouts

r

the possibility of precasting several long elements on
only one beam of wires followed by cutting them to
the length desired

r

deeming shear reinforcement to be unnecessary because of the precompression of the concrete

The early popularization of
prestressed concrete led by
Freyssinet: 1928–1936
After securing his patent, Freyssinet decided to find a contractor that would be interested in the idea. He soon found
the Société FOLCRUM (Force et Lumière Electriques),
one of the largest French electrical utilities of the day.
FOLCRUM had the main goal of designing a new type of
utility pole because reinforced concrete poles were proving
to be of poor quality. The utilities agreed to assume half
of the risk of the project, with the other half to be assumed personally by Freyssinet. As he soon understood,
the project was not particularly well suited for prestressed
concrete, but the aim was to produce nearly 20,000 units of
12 to 16 m (39 to 52 ft) poles per year. The project started
at the end of 1929. For the venture to be profitable, he
concluded that a better solution was to make an extremely
high-quality product. He succeeded: in the end, the concrete had a strength of nearly 100 MPa (14,500 psi) and the
poles had walls as thin as 18 mm (0.7 in.) and were able to
withstand 1 million test cycles under service loads without
cracking. However, achieving that quality and inventing an
entirely novel industrial production logic took five years
and ruined him financially. Moreover, the Great Depression began in 1929 and lasted more than a decade. The
economic situation and the absence of an effective business
plan caused all of that effort to be wasted. By 1933, the
project was a complete failure. Freyssinet nearly gave up
on prestressed concrete.3
As he witnessed the project slipping away in 1933, he
looked unsuccessfully for new ways to move his idea
forward. However, two of his initiatives of that period
would prove important years later. First, he published a

Figure 25. A prestressing system for precast concrete elements as designed
by E. Freyssinet and J. Seailles.
Source: Reproduced by permission from French Patent 680547 (1930).

paper to explain his ideas.78 This paper is considered to
be the foundation of prestressed concrete as it is understood today. Second, in Germany, he built the first
prestressed concrete beam of the fourth age. This beam,
spanning 20 m (66 ft), was built for a test performed for
the leading German contractor specializing in reinforced
concrete, Wayss and Freytag. The technical director, Karl
Walter Mautner, an Austrian Jew, personally supervised
the test. His interest in Freyssinet’s ideas was one of the
main reasons that Wayss and Freytag performed it.56 The
results were excellent, but the company did not show real
interest in the technology until three years later, possibly because Freyssinet’s patent was not granted in that
country until 1935.
In the last months of 1933, Freyssinet was desperate and
thought that only a miracle could save his project. Then
an exceptional opportunity presented itself: the recently
finished maritime station of Le Havre was sinking, and
it was becoming an affair of state in France. An architect
related to the project offered Freyssinet the opportunity
to intervene, as all previous attempts to save it had failed.
Freyssinet knew that he would most likely not succeed,
but he may also have thought that he would have no better
opportunity to apply his system on a large scale without
dispute. He accepted the challenge and applied the idea of
prestress as much as possible. He built piles of segments
that had been assembled using prestress forces. The piles
were prestressed to the caps. The caps were prestressed
to the foundations. All of this work was completed under
enormous pressure and at an accelerated pace, but it succeeded in stabilizing the building. This was, in the eyes of
all of France and other parts of Europe, a definitive confirmation of prestressed concrete as a powerful and useful
technology.3
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patents, which became widespread in Europe during and
after the war.3 Beyond this plagiarism, some of Hoyer’s
proposals appear to be original, particularly some of those
related to wire bonding.

Figure 26. The first modern posttensioning system with anchorage as designed
by E. Freyssinet. The following are included: anchorage, wedge to trap wires,
tendon, duct, and jack. Source: Reproduced by permission from French Patent
926505 (1947).

The rescue of the maritime station was soon followed by
the publication of a paper and by the first book on prestressed concrete as we know it today.79 Those publications
and other papers and conferences in those first years and
during the following decades were essential for prestressed
concrete to become widely used.
Soon after, from 1935 to 1939, Freyssinet worked in OuedFodda, Algeria, on the construction of a dam. There, he
built the first prestressed concrete dam and the first bridge
made of flat soffit prestressed concrete beams. In the same
period, he performed a new test for Wayss and Freytag
that was similar to the first, this time in Stuttgart (1936).
Finally, this second test and the earlier successes achieved
with the technique encouraged the German contractor to
build the Oelde Bridge in 1938, the first modern prestressed concrete bridge in Europe. That bridge definitively
proved to German engineers that Freyssinet’s proposals
were meaningful.3 After that, several other bridges inspired
by this work were built.7
The expansion of prestressed
concrete in Europe due to the war:
1937–1940
In 1937, the German engineer Ewald Hoyer, who had
failed a decade before in his attempts with prestressed
concrete beams at Magdebourg,3 was now encouraged by
Freyssinet’s successes. That year, in Austria and Germany,
he secured four patents43 on precasting prestressed concrete
beams and similar elements using procedures inspired by
those described in Freyssinet’s patent,77 which was applied
for in Germany in 1929 and granted in 1935. If German
magistrates did find that Freyssinet's patents invalidated
several of Hoyer’s patent applications, they granted them
anyway. Such decisions were starting to be influenced by
considerations of the impending war. German territorial
expansion during the war did much to popularize Hoyer’s
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The war had other important consequences. In 1937 in the
United Kingdom, Archibald Kirkwood-Dodds was the director of the engineering firm L. G. Mouchel and Partners,
a pioneer in reinforced concrete. He proposed the creation
of a subsidiary called the Pre-Stressed Concrete Co. Ltd.
to develop the ideas of Freyssinet. The company did not
become truly operational until 1939, when KirkwoodDodds brought to England the expert K. W. Mautner, the
former director at Wayss and Freytag who had witnessed
Freyssinet’s first tests in Germany in 1933. Due to his Jewish ancestry, Mautner had been put aside from the directorate of Wayss and Freytag some years before he fled to the
United Kingdom and had even spent some time in prison
in Germany for the same reason.56
In August 1939, Freyssinet secured possibly his most
famous and definitive patent: the complete system to posttension concrete members (Fig. 26).80 The system included
everything necessary to make possible what we now
understand as posttensioned concrete: the anchorage device,
the duct, the jack, and the tendon, which was designed with
parallel wires rather than the strands used today. In June
1940 the Germans invaded France. Subsequently, Alfred
Tony Jules Gueritte, a Frenchman, fled to Great Britain and,
on August 13, 1940, secured a direct plagiarism of Freyssinet’s patent in his own name.81 Two weeks later, on August
27, the Pre-Stressed Concrete Co. led by Kirkwood-Dodds
and Mautner presented a similar patent including only slight
variations.82 Freyssinet applied for his patent in the United
Kingdom the next year, in February,83 before the other two
patents were granted. Nevertheless, both plagiarized patents
were granted in November 1941, and Freyssinet’s originality
could not be verified until after the war. The legal uncertainty due to the German invasion probably led Freyssinet
to secure a new version of his patent in France in October
1940.84 If this had been the case, Freyssinet's French patent
of 193980 would have lost its priority to applications submitted by Gueritte81 and the Pre-Stresssed Concrete Co.82 in
the United Kingdom during the war. The new version of the
patent for which he applied was similar to the first patent
(applied for in 1939) but was slightly less ambitious. This
second patent was granted only two years after the application, while the first and original was granted in 1947, well
after the war, when the priorities were resolved.
Those early copies or near copies by Hoyer,43 Gueritte,81
and Kirkwood82 illustrate the power of Freyssinet's influence at the time. He might not have realized it at the
beginning, but his inventions were most likely considered
war technology and were copied through espionage. Curiously, in 1939, Freyssinet had also patented his invention
of flat jacks, which are essential for the construction of

prestressed concrete structures without tendons.85 However, nobody copied this idea, probably because it was not
understood, and, to a certain extent, it is still not understood today. At that time and for several decades, most
people thought that Freyssinet had invented (or reinvented)
prestressed concrete and that this technique consisted of
prestressing steel tendons connected to concrete. This perspective is clearly too reductionist. He actually developed
modern prestressed concrete (fourth age prestressed concrete) and promulgated the idea that prestressing tendons
are not the only means of applying prestress to concrete.

modern prestressed concrete bridge in the United States,
the Walnut Lane Bridge. The project was designed and
led by the Belgian Gustav Magnel, a visionary engineer
inspired by Freyssinet’s advances in the early and mid1930s. This construction and the fact that Magnel was a
persuasive professor definitively convinced several American engineers of the advantages of this technique.26 From
that moment on, and particularly after the first U.S. conference on prestressed concrete in 1951 at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, prestressed concrete structures
flourished in the United States.

Despite the plagiarism, at least two remarkable, rigorous,
and original technical contributions were made at that time.
The first was by the Austrian engineer Fritz Emperger
in 1939, when he secured a patent for partial prestress,86
which would later be energetically defended by Paul W.
Abeles, a Jewish compatriot of Emperger who fled to Great
Britain. The second contribution was made by the Belgian
Gustav Magnel. He studied the relaxation of steel and its
influence on prestressed concrete,87 as well as buckling in
prestressed concrete elements.88

Table 3 shows some of the main patents, and Table 4 lists
the books published in major European countries. Some
important American books and patents are also included,
but the survey has not been exhaustive in the United States.
The last table is devoted to the most important congresses
(Table 5).

The first wave of prestressed
concrete advancement in Europe
after the war: 1940–1950
In addition to those first copies, some less mechanical
imitations appeared. Even if Freyssinet had the idea, nothing could stop other engineers from using it and introducing legal variations into their own patents. By reviewing
the main posttensioning systems developed at that time,
one can see where and how the ideas of Freyssinet took
root. Table 1 shows some of the main patents published
in Europe from the beginning of the war. Some important
American patents are also included in Table 1, but our
survey in the United States has not been exhaustive.
These variations are interesting and beyond the anchoring system proposed by Freyssinet, three other important
families of systems were used at the time: anchorages
(Freyssinet), a precompressed steel nucleus (Schorer),89
overlapped loops (Lesage),90 and straight bars and nuts (the
older system). In addition to the four main families, other
singular systems are included in the table.
Table 2 lists the main books on the subject. No original
American books were found on prestressed concrete in
that period. It is thought that the books used in the United
States at that time were mainly those published in the
United Kingdom.
The second wave of prestressed
concrete expansion in Europe after
the war: 1950–1955
In 1948 the American contractor Preload Co. built the first

Conclusion
The four ages approach to the history of prestressed concrete is useful to clarify the nature of advances reached by
the pioneers who contributed to this technique. Using this
approach supports the following conclusions.
Our review motivates a revision of the early history of
prestressed concrete. The contributions of some designers,
including Doehring, Lund, Mezzetti, Finsterwalder, and
Hoyer appear less significant than previously portrayed,
while those of others, such as Jackson, Lee, Chaudy, Mandl,
Rabut, and Emperger appear more significant. In addition,
the importance of pioneers of already high reputation,
including Hewett, Dischinger, and Freyssinet, has been
clarified.
Although most of our conclusions regarding the importance of Freyssinet are not new, putting his work in the
context of other pioneers demystifies it while showing his
importance to the field of prestressed concrete.
The idea that prestressed concrete would not exist without Freyssinet is refuted. The first engineered prestressed
structures were made of timber in the United States
70 years before Freyssinet first had the idea, and the first
prestressed concrete structure appeared approximately
30 years before him, also in the United States. Moreover,
the fourth age (definitive stage) of prestressed concrete
structures would have been reached at nearly the same
time had it not been advanced by Freyssinet. However, if
that had happened, prestressed concrete would possibly
have had little importance relative to reinforced concrete,
just as had occurred more than a century earlier with other
occasionally prestressed materials. From this perspective,
we see that Freyssinet’s main contribution was not the invention of prestressed concrete but the fact that he looked
at prestressing as a beneficial technique to be used in any
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Table 1. Early posttensioning systems in Europe and the United States, 1940 to 1950
Country of
Priority

Patent
consulted

Priority
Date

Publication

Inventor(s)

Applicant

System

Duct; Jack

France

FR 926505

1939

1947

E. Freyssinet

n/a

1

D; J

United Kingdom

GB 541437

1940

1941

n/a

A. T. J. Gueritte

1

D; J

United Kingdom

GB 541160

1940

1941

n/a

A. Kirkwood and Prestressed Concrete

1

No D; J

France

FR 870070

1940

1942

E. Freyssinet

n/a

1

D; J

United States

US 2328033

1940

1943

H. Shorer

n/a

2

None D; J

United States

US 2319105

1942

1943

K. P. Billner

n/a

UNC

None D;
No J

Belgium

FR 892133

1943

1944

A. Blaton and E. Blaton
(G. Magnel)

n/a

1

D; No J

France

FR 980796

1943

1951

H. Lossier

n/a

UNC

None D;
None J

France

FR 984471

1943

1951

n/a

SGTM

2

None D; J

France

FR 916990

1945

1946

n/a

SGTM

2

None D; J

Belgium

FR 954204

1946

1949

G. Lesage

n/a

3

None D;
None J

Italy

Unknown

Unknown

1948

R. Morandi

Unknown

1

Unknown

United Kingdom
Belgium

FR 1010934

1949

1952

A. Blaton and E. Blaton
(G. Magnel)

n/a

n/a

No D; J

Switzerland

CH 276637

1949

1951

BBR

BBR

n/a

D; No J

Switzerland

CH 279562

1949

1952

BBRV

BBRV

1

No D; J

United Kingdom

GB 664458

1949

1952

D. H. Lee

McCalls Macalloy

4

United Kingdom

GB 683890

1949

1952

D. H. Lee and G. E. Kee

McCalls Macalloy

United States

US 2609586

1949

1952

R. M. Parry

Raymond Concrete Pile
Company Ltd.

No D; No J

n/a

No D; J

1

No D; J

Note: BBR = M. Birkheimer, A. Brandestini, and M. R. Ros; BBRV = M. Birkheimer, A. Brandestini, M. R. Ros, and K. Vogt; (Actual inventor); 1 = anchorage system; 2 = precompressed steel nucleus; 3 = overlapped loops; 4 = bars and nuts; D = systems that include the description of a duct; J =
systems that include the description of a jack; n/a = not applicable; No D = systems that do not include the description of a duct; No J = systems that
do not include the description of a jack; None D = systems where a duct is not necessary; None J = systems where a jack is not necessary; SGTM =
Société Générale de Travaux de Marseille; UNC = systems that cannot be classified in the four main families.

structure, no matter its material, shape, or function. Beyond
being the first to drive prestressed concrete to its fourth
age, Freyssinet is the intellectual father and the primary
engineer to popularize prestressed structures. However,
he left an additional implicit message: understanding the
materials of a prestressed structure is essential to the quality of the design.
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Table 2: Primary early prestressed concrete books in Europe and the United States, 1940 to 1950
Publication
country

Publication
date

Author(s)

Title

France

1936

Eugène Freyssinet

Une Révolution dans les Téchniques du Béton

Ireland
United Kingdom

1941
1942

Kurt Billig

Pre-stressed Reinforced Concrete

Germany

1943

Emil Mörsch

Spannbetonträger

Switzerland

1946

Max Ritter and Pierre Lardy

Vorgespannter Beton

France

1947

V. Weinberg and W. Kravtzoff

Le Béton Précontaint

United Kingdom

1948

Gustav Magnel

Prestressed Concrete

United Kingdom

1949

William Paul Abeles

The Principles and Practice of Prestressed Concrete
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Table 3: Early posttensioning systems in Europe and the United States, 1950 to 1955
Country of
Priority

Patent
consulted

Priority
Date

Publication

Inventor(s)

Applicant

System

Duct; Jack

Germany

DE 951764

1950

1956

F. Leonhardt and
W. Baur

F. Leonhardt

4

No D; No J

Belgium

BE 506803

1951

1951

J. Somers

n/a

1

No D; No J

Germany

DE 1620684

1951

1951

n/a

Beton- und Monierbau AG

1

No D; No J

France

FR 1032214

1951

1953

n/a

SGTM

4

No D; No J

Germany

DE 897321

1951

1953

(U. Finsterwalder)

Dyckerhoff und Widmann
AG

4

No D; No J

United Kingdom

GB 699325

1951

1953

n/a

The Preload Company Inc.
(U.S.)

1 and
4

No D; No J

Germany

CH 301364

1951

1954

Monierbau AG

Beton- und Monierbau AG

1

No D; J

Germany

AT 181068

1951

1954

n/a

Polensky und Zoellner

1

No D; No J

Sweden

SE 145214

1951

1954

G. de Kazinczy

n/a

UNC

None D; J

United States

US 2781658

1951

1957

C. Dobell

Stressteel Corp.

1

No D; No J

Germany

DE 1668614

1952

1953

n/a

Held und Franke Bau

1

No D; No J

Spain

FR 1079390

1952

1954

R. Barredo de
Valenzuela

n/a

1

No D; J

United States

US 2759379

1952

1956

F. H. Brandt

Prestressing Inc.

n/a

No D; J

United States

US 2804674

1952

1957

M. Long

Long Construction Co.

1

No D; J

Germany

DE 961759

1952

1957

W. Andrä, W. Baur, W.
Pieckert, F. Leonhardt

F. Leonhardt

1

No D; J

Germany

DE 969806

1952

1958

F. Vaessen

Hochtief AG

1

No D; No J

Germany

DE 1037690

1952

1958

W. Zerna

Philipp Holzmann

1 and
4

No D; No J

Germany

DE 975861

1952

1962

H. Stahl

H. Stahl, W. Karig

1

No D; No J

Italy

IT 482296

Unknown

1953

A. Favini

Unknown

1

No D; J

United Kingdom

GB 746033

1953

1956

S. R. Woolcock

Udalls Prestressed
Concrete Ltd.

1

No D; J

Austria

AT 1832214

1954

1955

B. Freibauer

B. Freibauer

1

No D; J

United Kingdom

GB 775743

1954

1957

J. T. C. Harvey

P. S. C. Equipment

1 and
4

No D; No J

France

CH 325755

1954

1958

M. Chalos

SGTM

1

No D; No J

Switzerland

CH 326083

1954

1958

E. Siegfried

Losinger and Co.

1

No D; J

United States

US 2867884

1954

1959

F. H. Brandt

Prestressing Inc.

1 and
4

No D; No J

United States

US 3029490

1954

1962

K. H. Middendorf

Prescon Corp.

1

No D; J

United Kingdom

GB 775744

1955

1957

J. T. C. Harvey

P. S. C. Equipment

1

No D; No J

Note: (Actual inventor); 1 = anchorage system; 2 = precompressed steel nucleus; 3 = overlapped loops; 4 = bars and nuts; D = systems that include
the description of a duct; J = systems that include the description of a jack; n/a = not applicable; No D = systems that do not include the description
of a duct; No J = systems that do not include the description of a jack; None D = systems where a duct is not necessary; None J = systems where a
jack is not necessary; SGTM = Société Générale de Travaux de Marseille; UNC = systems that cannot be classified into any of the four main families.
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Table 4. Primary early prestressed concrete books in Europe and the United States, 1950 to 1955
Publication country

Publication
date

Author(s)

Title

France

1950

Jean Barets

Le Béton Précontraint: Théorie et Calculs

France

1951

Yves Guyon

Béton Précontraint. Étude Théorique et Expérimentale

United Kingdom and
United States

1952

Kurt Billig

Prestressed Concrete

United States

1952

August Komendant

Prestressed Concrete Structures

United Kingdom

1953

Francis Walley

Prestressed Concrete, Design and Construction

Germany

1954

Fritz Leonhardt

Spannbeton für die Praxis

Germany

1954

Hans Möll

Spannbeton: Entwicklung, Konstructionen, Herstellungsverfahren und
Anwendungsbeite

France

1955

Victor Weinberg

Manuel du Béton Précontraint

United States

1955

Tung-Yen Lin

Design of Prestressed Concrete Structures

Germany

1955

Gaspar Kani

Spannbeton in Entwurf und Ausführung

Table 5: Early congresses and conferences on prestressed concrete in Europe and the United States, 1950 to 1957
Year

Country

Location

Name of congress or conference

1950

France

Paris

Premier Congres International du Béton Précontraint

1951

United States

Massachusetts Institute of
Technology

First United States Conference on Prestressed Concrete

1953

United Kingdom

Cambridge University

First Congress of the Fédération Internationale de la Précontrainte

1955

Netherlands

Amsterdam

Second Congress of the Fédération Internationale de la Précontrainte

1957

United States

University of California, Berkeley

World Conference on Prestressed Concrete
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